
MOBILE APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT

Team Members: Charlene Baes (Team Lead), Callie Bockart (Communications
Lead), Jason Kraisser, Samantha Neri, Rachel Schnepf, Leah Wamsley

Client: ColorWorks (Rebecca Bockart & Shannon Ward)
Faculty Advisor: Professor Judith Islam



Personality-based coaching company
Teach life-long skills to clientele

ColorWorks’ Mission

Strengthen
relationships

Increase
communication

skills

Develop parenting
skills based on trust
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What are we creating?
Create a fully-functioning mobile application for ColorWorks
User-friendly and informative

Who are our intended users?
Families, parents, and ColorWorks clientele
Military personnel during ColorWorks presentations

5,000 - 6,000 ColorWorks users worldwide

Our Mission
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Colors

4 Colors 
Blue, Gold, Orange, and Green
Motivators, stressors, perks, pitfalls

3 Interaction styles
Introvert or Extrovert
Process information and battery
recharge
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Our Mission Initial Design Sketch Colors

3 Memberhsip Levels
Free (Bronze)
Mid-Level (Silver)
Elite (Gold)

Access to additional
features as
membership increases
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Personality Quiz

View personalized information based on quiz results

Information Library

Multiple categories of information

Relationships, Communication, Parenting ...

Unique situational approach

Membership Upgrade

Increased access 

Multiple profiles on one account

Functional Requirements
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Use-Case Diagrams

Flow of the app
Access to certain pages varies on membership plan
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Non-Functional Requirements
Usability

Positive phrasing and imagery for mental health
Easy navigation, designed to minimize any user errors

Performance
Information re-render should not take more than 5 seconds

Maintainability
Application shall support change of database updates and addition of new
users 
Application can be managed without any app development knowledge

Operational
Compatible with Android and iOS phone devices
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Security Concerns and Countermeasures

Sensitive Data Encryption
Sensitive data not stored as plaintext
SHA one-way hash function used for email storage.

Payment Through App:
Third-party payment system implemented using Stripe.
Secure payment links embedded into application buttons using webhooks.

Parent Account Management:
Parent account can adjust children accounts.
Passcode or face identification required for certain changes.

Password Complexity Rules:
Enforced password complexity rules for user accounts.
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Constraints

Resources
No Color Works accounts = images manually developed

Budget
No budget = no icon library, pro canva tools, and Callie paying for server 

Limited Development Knowledge
No backend 
1 Cyber Security

Client Requirements
Impeccable UX/UI design
Creating entire design from scratch
Use of ONLY client approved material on app (acceptance testing)
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Frontend 
React Native Framework, Javascript, Node.js Runtime
Environment

Component-based development
Headers and menus
Account profile dropdown
Home page tiles
Quiz question pages
Text styling

Frontend
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Backend written in Java

Utilize Java Persistence API (JPA)
Map database tables to Java objects
Performs basic queries 
Focus on business logic over SQL complexities

Backend
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Architecture
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Frontend React Testing
Motivation

Ensure that all main elements of
a page are present
Certain buttons or links are
correctly taking the user to the
appropriate page 

Results
All tests for their associated
page are passing 
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Frontend React Testing

Process
Used testing library from React. Mock elements made for
navigation strings to each page and each image. 

Test ID: Created for each testable feature. Test expects the
specific test ID to be in the page. Test passes if all elements are
shown.
Navigation: Used mock navigation string. Test renders the icon
or button to be pressed, simulates clicking the icon, then waits
for the expected mock navigation page to be called. 
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Usability Testing

Structure
Insight to how the user interacts with certain elements. 
Survey consists of 3 parts: 

Demographics 
Age, profession, family status, previous experience

Actual Test 
Opinions on formatting & design, or ease of use

Final Overview  
Overall impression and how to improve
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Usability Testing

Process 
39 responses from a wide variety of users. 
Survey done either virtually or in-person, with the user getting access
to all functionalities of the app. 
User starts by creating an account or logging into an existing
account. 

Navigates through the app as they like. 
When finished browsing the app or while navigating, the user will
take the usability survey.  
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Usability Survey Results
Demographics

Age
Variety of users from under 18 to above 60 years old. Majority in the 18-
29 age range.

Profession
Majority of users are students from various majors, including design
majors who provided constructive feedback

Family Status
Single, married, with / without dependents. 

Previous experience with ColorWorks
 Majority of users have no experience with ColorWorks and its website.
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Usability Survey Results
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Usability Test Fixes

Text Size, Color, or Alignment:
Need to promote uniformity
More professional that way
Terms + Quiz instruction text too small
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User Information Text:
What does the puzzle piece mean?
What does the pyramid is and how it will be used?
Warning that intro level you can only take this quiz once so take it
seriously so app is more tailored to you as well



Four major component changes:
DropDown: Change organization of entire app
ColorWorksText: Component for all text (uniform CSS)
Paragraph splitter: Makes information more readable
Local Async Storage Component: Pull information from
local storage 

Design Evolution since 491

All design changes were based off client feedback or usability survey results
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Major page changes: 
ChangeYourColor: Increase ease of use
AllColors: More intuitive design

 

Design Evolution since 491
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Major page changes: 
Home Pages: Creation and development (2 options)
Addition of FAQ to messaging

 

Design Evolution since 491
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Future Improvements to Development

Integrate CI/CD into our project
Manually re-deploying application through command line

Reduce re-rendering of components
Components re-render with changes in props / state
useMemo() / useCallback()

Analyze and shorten component render times
Add a larger test suite and more comprehensive frontend and backend
tests
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Future Improvements to Application
Game Features

The Gold membership plan of our app would have included a variety of educational
games for users to play. Format of the games would have been required by the client. 
Due to preparing content focused on the main features of the app, the client was
unable to give us the games we would create this semester.

Uniformity and readability of the app
uniformity of pages throughout the entire application, payment plan page did not
match the theme of the application
Make font and buttons scalable 

Encryption of user data
Make all of our sensitive data fully encrypted within the database and throughout all
POST/GET https connections
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Conclusions

95% completion of application with requirements and information we
were given

FAQs, Games & Activities, and a couple of home page tiles not
provided to us by client

Client is satisfied and very impressed with our work throughout the
semester
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Any Questions?
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